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Abstract 

This thesis explores the optimization of a planar coil’s geometry for wireless power             

transfer applications. Wireless power transfer is a popular field of study today due to its wide                

range of uses in professional and consumer applications. The transfer of data or power without               

the need for a wired connection allows for the design of increasingly robust and convenient               

electronic devices. However, wireless power transfer is still limited by poor power transfer             

efficiency and skew sensitivity under suboptimal conditions. For planar coils, optimal power            

transfer occurs when the transmitter and receiver coil are very closely spaced, with minimal              

misalignment between the two coils. This thesis proposes novel planar coil geometries which             

reduce the sensitivity of the coils to these attributes. The proposed geometries all have the same                

spatial footprint as the original planar coil to make the proposed changes practical in cases where                

the available area for the planar coil is limited, such as consumer smartphones. The best coil                

design exhibits an improvement in power transfer of up to 20% over separation distance, and up                

to 13% overall with lateral misalignment. The proposed designs enhance the performance of             

planar coils for wireless power transfer without requiring more board real estate to be dedicated               

to the coil geometry, maintaining a compact system design. 
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

Wireless communications have been studied since the early nineteenth century. Early           

iterations of wireless communication were largely ineffective for practical use due to low             

transfer efficiency [1], extremely short-range limitations [2], or requiring a direct line-of-sight            

between transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) devices (also referred to as alignment or skew              

sensitivity) [3]. These limitations were addressed with the first practical implementation of a             

radio device [4]. Since then wireless communications have become much more common, with a              

large variety of implementations for various uses, such as WiFi and Bluetooth for data              

communications, wireless charging stations for wireless power transfer (WPT), and passive           

monitoring devices for Internet of Things (IoT) and medical applications [5-6]. 

1.1 Motivation 
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Wireless communications for WPT purposes have seen great improvements, but there are            

still many limitations. The efficiency of power transfer in these devices tends to be low, and                

experience a significant drop in power transfer efficiency with increasing separation distance and             

coil misalignment. In some cases where large amounts of power transfer are required, the poor               

efficiency of WPT can be overcome using larger coils. This is practical in cases where the                

footprint of the antennas is not heavily limited, such as in the case of wireless charging systems                 

for electric vehicles [7]. 

In the case of wireless charging for mobile devices, modern cell phones are extremely              

compact with an integrated low-profile planar antenna, the goal is to result with a hand-held               

device which can easily fit in the user’s pocket. As a result, bulky designs to achieve significant                 

amounts of power transfer are not practical. To remedy this, mobile devices with wireless              

charging capabilities typically include a planar low-profile coil placed on the back of the device.               

Since the size of these coils are so limited, methods of improving the power transfer without                

increasing the spatial footprint of the coil are highly desirable [8]. 

Another desirable improvement for planar coils in mobile devices is to decrease the             

sensitivity of the system to lateral misalignment. Planar coils have very directional radiation, and              

for optimal performance the coils should be placed directly on top of each other, overlapping. In                

practical scenarios for mobile devices, this kind of alignment is not realistic. Many wireless              

charging stations are designed to be robust with various phone types, leaving them as just a                

platform without any type of alignment or securing mechanism for the mobile device. As a               

result, an appreciable amount of lateral misalignment is expected in typical use cases. Reducing              

the sensitivity of a planar coil to lateral misalignment would serve to effectively improve the               
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power transfer efficiency (PTE) of the coil system [8]. 

1.2 Scope 

This thesis explores methods of improving the PTE of a planar coil system without              

increasing its spatial footprint. Specifically, various geometric designs of the planar coil with the              

same overall footprint are designed and tested. Ideally, this allows for an increase in WPT               

performance without the added cost of a larger coil footprint. Another method of improving PTE               

explored is the inclusion of magnetic materials surrounding either the Tx or Rx coil. These               

additions have been reported [9] to help guide the fields generated by the coil and improve the                 

overall PTE of the system. The magnetic materials used for these tests are thin ferrite sheets,                

with thicknesses no larger than that of the copper traces used for the coils. This allows for the                  

material to be placed around the coil without increasing the overall thickness of the power               

transfer coil. This proposed improvement offers better PTE, however at an increased material-             

and manufacturing cost. 

1.3 Overview 

Chapter two presents an overview on the literature reported and gives an overview of the               

work done to model the coil geometries. A circuit model is described for the proposed               

geometries, and the performance of each model is tested using Keysight ADS [10] circuit              

simulator. The proposed designs were then simulated using Ansoft’s Maxwell [11]           

electromagnetic simulation software. Based on the simulation results, certain geometries were           

assembled and physically tested using a power spectrum analyzer (PSA) to verify the PTE              

performance over a range of separation distances and lateral misalignments. The results of the              
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simulations and physical measurements are then analyzed and discussed, and successful           

improvements on the coil design have further changes suggested for future work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 

 Background and Theory 

To analyze the performance of various planar coil geometries, an original planar coil             

geometry used in electric vehicle applications is proposed and analyzed, and its parameters are              

discussed. Calculations of the resistance, inductance, capacitance, and quality factor of this coil             

are performed to allow for comparison of parameters between different coil geometries, and to              

allow for simulation using a circuit model. Methods of improving the PTE of this planar coil                

design without increasing the spatial footprint are proposed and discussed. 

2.1 Wireless Power Transfer System 

Wireless power transfer is the transfer of electrical energy from one device to another              

without any physical connection. WPT systems typically consist of two or more coils capable of               
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radiating or receiving radiated energy. This thesis explores the performance of planar coil             

geometries, which are typically used in applications such as the wireless charging of cell phones               

and the wireless charging of electric vehicles [7, 8]. 

When analyzing a WPT system, the position of the two coils relative to each other are                

important parameters. Figure 1 shows an example of a planar coil system, with variables x and z                 

labelled as distances between the two coils. The variable z refers to the separation distance               

between the faces of the two coils, and the variable x refers to the horizontal distance between                 

the center of the two coils, also referred to as skew or lateral misalignment. Analysis of the coil                  

system relevant to these parameters will be key in simulating and measuring the performance of               

the proposed coil geometries [12]. 

 

Figure 1. Example planar coil WPT system [12]. 

 

2.2 Literature Survey 
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Extensive research has been done towards reducing an inductive WPT system’s           

sensitivity to skew by generating a more uniform magnetic field distribution. Factors that             

impact PTE include coil design (including coil material, coil size, coil geometry), coil alignment,              

circuit design, environmental analysis and the use of multiple transmitters [13, 14]. The results              

discussed in these papers are used as a basis for the novel geometries proposed in this thesis.  

Authors in [15] use a 3-coil and 4-coil link WPT system as shown in Figure 2 to improve                  

the overall WPT reporting efficiencies improved 15% to 37%. However, this design encounters             

disadvantages such as sensitivity to lateral misalignment and the need to use a WPT with much                

larger surface area that consist of multiple coils. Due to these factors, this implementation is not                

practical for use in mobile devices. 

 

Figure 2. 3-Coil relay used to improve PTE [15]. 

 

Authors in [16] proposed a new coil structure composed of several spiral coils in              

series with varying winding structures to alter the current and hence magnetic field             

distribution. Another approach uses a spatially structured coil with a vertical angle at             
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corners of the rectangular coil to reduce peaking of the magnetic field [17]. While              

these designs show an improve PTE performance, they increase the bulkiness of the design and               

are not practical for mobile devices. 

Jeong et al. used a planar spiral loaded with ferrite for uniform magnetic field               

distribution, shown in Figure 3 [9]. In [18], authors propose a multi-loop coil design              

shown in Figure 4 by adding the appropriate number of loops, thereby adjusting the magnetic               

field distribution of the system. The multi-loop coil improve the PTE performance of the coil               

system, while the ferrite arrangement showed a decrease in sensitivity to lateral misalignment for              

the coils. These designs were used as a basis for the changes proposed in this thesis, as they                  

provide desirable results without increasing the spatial footprint of the coil. 

 

Figure 3. Coil with ferrite surrounding the copper winding for decrease skew sensitivity [9]. 
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Figure 4. Multi-loop coil geometry with improved PTE performance [18]. 

 

 

 

2.3 Coil Design Theory 

The original coil geometry proposed is a Monofilar Archimedean Coil (MAC), shown in             

Figure 5. This coil consists of a single copper winding from the inside to the outside of the spiral.                   

Figure 5 shows the planar coil from both the top view and side view, to allow for a clear                   

visualization of the parameters of interest for planar coil design. 
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(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 5. MAC geometry: (a) top view, and (b) side view with labeled design parameters of the coil and RF board. 

 

The parameters labelled in Figure 5 are key in the design of the planar coil. Varying any                 

one of these parameters influences the coils resistance, inductance, capacitance, and quality            

factor values. This changes the coils resonant frequency, as well as its WPT performance. In               

Figure 5, s is defined as the constant spacing from edge to edge between any two traces of the                   

coil. The parameter w is the width of any coil trace. The inner and outer diameter of the coil,                   

defined by the trace edges, are given by Din and Dout respectively. The length of the full trace, l,                   

is another parameter of interest which can be derived by integrating along the coil trace using the                 

aforementioned parameters. From the side view of the planar coil, the thickness of the copper               

trace is defined as t. The height of the board is defined with the variable h. Properties contained                  

within the board include the dielectric constant, εr, and the loss tangent, tan δ.  
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2.3.1 Coil Parameters 

To simulate the effective PTE of a planar coil a circuit model is used. The equivalent                

resonant circuit of a coil includes a resistor, inductor and capacitor. To calculate the resistance of                

the coil, the resistivity formula given in equation (1) [19] was used, along with the skin depth                 

formula given in equation (2) [19] to calculate the effective area of the conductor. In these                

formulas, ρ is the resistivity of the trace, l is the length of the trace, and A is the cross sectional                     

area of the trace. The angular operating frequency is given by ω, and the permeability of the                 

trace is given by μ. 

 

R = A
ρl                                               (1)  

                                                                   (2) δ = √ 2ρ
ωμ  

 

To calculate the inductance of a given coil geometry, Neumann’s formula in equation (3)              

[20] was used. This formula was used to calculate both the self and mutual inductance of a given                  

coil or pair of coils. In this equation, μ0 is the permeability of free space. The variables C1 and                   

C2 are the paths along the lengths of the inductors to be integrated, which can be the same                  

inductor when finding self-inductance. The variables dl1 and dl2 are the infinitesimal lengths             

along the path of the inductor being integrated. The variables r1 and r2 are the distance of the                  

current infinitesimal to the center of the coil. Knowing the mutual and self inductance of a coil                 

system, the coupling coefficient M can be calculated using (4) [20], where LM is the mutual                

inductance, and L1,2 is the self inductance of either coil. 
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                                                              (3)L1,2 = μ0
4π∮

 

C1
∮

 

C2
l1−l2| |

dl1•dl2  

                                                                     (4)M = LM

√L L1 2
  

 

The capacitance is calculated using a series of formulas given in (5-8) [21]. These              

formulas are dependent on the permittivity of free space, ε0, the trace width, w, the trace spacing,                 

s, the effective path length of the gap between the traces, lgap, the permittivity of the substrate, εr1,                  

and the height of the substrate, h1. The variables εr2 and h2 refer to air, and are 1 and approaching                    

infinity respectively. The function K refers to the elliptical integral function, and the variables k               

and n1,2 are used as interims for the long equations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 (5)C εC = lgap 0 ef f  

                                          (6)   k    k  C0 = ε0
K(k)
K(k )′

′ = s
s+2w = √1 − (k )′

2
 

                                       (7)[(ε ) ε ) ]εef f = 1 + K(k)
K(k )′ r1 − 1 K(n )1

K(n )′
1 + ( r2 − 1 K(n )2

K(n )′
2  
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                                             (8)   n  n′
1,2 =

sinh( )πs
4h1,2

sinh( )4h1,2
π(s+2w) 1,2 = √1 − (n )′

1,2

2
 

2.3.2 Quality Factor 

With the resistance, capacitance, and inductance, known, the quality factor for each coil             

can be calculated. The quality factor is a ratio of the energy stored to energy lost, so a higher                   

quality factor implies that a coil is able to radiate a larger proportion of the energy it receives.                  

The formula to calculate the quality factor of an RLC resonant circuit is given in (9) [22]. 

 

                                                                  (9) Q = 1
R√ L

C  

 

2.3.3 System PTE 

The equation for the power transfer of a coil system is given in (10) [23], in terms of the                   

coupling coefficient and the quality factor of the Tx and Rx coil. This equation shows that as the                  

coupling coefficient between the coils or the quality factor of the coil is increased, the power                

transfer between these coils will also increase. For this reason, it is ideal to maximize the                

inductance of the coil while minimizing the resistance and capacitance.  

 

                                                              (10)ղ = k Q Q2
T x Rx

(1+k Q Q )2
T x Rx
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2.4 Methods Used to Improve PTE 

There are two proposed methods to improve the PTE of a planar coil without increasing               

its overall spatial footprint. The first is to modify the coil geometry of the MAC shown in Figure                  

5. This could be done by changing the coil design parameters, but more radical changes to the                 

coil geometry are proposed. The second proposed set of changes is to include a magnetic               

material surrounding the coil to help guide the magnetic fields of the coil, and improve the power                 

transfer and reduce sensitivity to lateral misalignment of the coil. 

2.4.1 Unique Coil Geometries 

 
Using the MAC as a reference and traditional approach to wireless power transfer coil              

design, the first proposed change to this geometry is the Bifilar Archimedean Coil (BAC), shown               

in Figure 6. This geometry consists of two interwinding Archimedean coils connected in parallel.              

The trace spacing, width, and number of turns of the coil are modified in order to maintain the                  

spatial footprint of the MAC. This geometry is expected to exhibit improved WPT performance              

over the MAC because of the overall reduced effective resistance. The two parallel windings              

each carry half of the current input to the coil, reducing the resistive losses and resulting in more                  

power radiated. It is also expected that having two coils in parallel with a slight difference in the                  

center point of each coil increases the uniformity of the magnetic field generated, in turn               

reducing the coil’s sensitivity to lateral misalignment. The windings are placed in such a way               

that the generated fields from each winding interfere constructively, thereby widening the            

effective center of the coil when it comes to alignment purposes. 
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Figure 6. BAC geometry. 

 

The next proposed coil modification is the Quadrifilar Archimedean Coil (QAC), shown            

in Figure 7. The QAC consists of four interwinding arms, each with a modified trace thickness,                

spacing, and turn count in order to maintain the same spatial footprint of the coil. The resistive                 

losses are lower on the QAC, and magnetic field generated is more uniform when compared to                

the BAC, for the same reasons the BAC was expected to show improvement over the MAC. 

 

Figure 7. QAC geometry. 
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As an alternative to the QAC, slight modifications to the BAC were also proposed. The               

first two modifications proposed were changes to the thickness of the center trace of the BAC.                

The first modification in Figure 8(a) included making the center trace thinner. Alternatively, the              

modification in Figure 8(b) made the center trace larger. These design modifications were done              

to evaluate the impact of modifying the center trace width on the uniformity of the magnetic field                 

at the center of the coil.  

 

(a)                                                                                  (b)  

Figure 8. (a) BAC with thinned center trace geometry, and (b) BAC with thickened center trace geometry. 

 

The next set of proposed geometries have a changing trace width, and thus trace spacing,               

depending on the distance between the current point along the winding and the center of the coil.                 

The two proposed geometries included a BAC with a growing trace width, shown in Figure 9(a),                

and a BAC with a decaying trace width, shown in Figure 9(b). These coils were designed such                 

that the average trace width of these coils would be equal to the average trace width of the                  
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original BAC. The spacing between centers of traces were held constant, so as the trace width                

increases the trace spacing decreases, and vice versa. 

 

(a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 9. (a) BAC with growing trace width geometry, (b) BAC with decaying trace width geometry. 

 

The final geometry proposed is a combination of the BAC with growing and decaying              

trace widths, shown in Figure 10. This coil begins with thick traces that decay to its thinnest                 

width at the halfway point between the center and the edge of the coil. The trace then grows back                   

to its thickest width as it reaches the edge of the coil.  
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Figure 10. BAC with decaying-then-growing trace width geometry. 

 

A summary of all the coil parameters are shown in Table 1. This table gives the inner and 

outer diameter of each geometry, as well as the trace width, spacing, and number of turns. The 

BAC with maximum and minimum trace widths in the table give the value limits of trace spacing 

and width for the thickest and thinnest traces used in the growing and decaying designs. The 

overall footprint of the coils was calculated. The MAC, BAC, and QAC geometries were 

designed to have the same spatial footprint. The growing and decaying designs will end up 

having a slightly altered spatial footprint due to the change in trace width, with the decaying coil 

being smaller and the growing coil being larger. 

 

Table 1. Physical parameters for each proposed coil geometry. 

Coil Geometry Din (mm) 
Dout 
(mm) s (mm) w (mm) N Overall Footprint (cm2) 

MAC 6.6 28.6 0.7 0.6 9 8.2 

BAC 4.6 28.6 0.5 0.9 4.5 8.2 

QAC 4.6 28.6 1.2 0.95 1.27 8.2 

BAC Maximum 
Trace Width 5.4 29.4 0.2 1.2 4.5 8.6 
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BAC Minimum 
Trace Width 5.9 28.2 0.8 0.6 4.5 8.0 

 

2.4.2 Use of Magnetic Materials 

The inclusion of ferrite to improve PTE has been suggested by authors in [9], for use in                 

systems which don’t use planar coils. This idea was implemented and tested for use in planar coil                 

systems, and its impact was determined for the WPT performance of various coil geometries              

proposed. The ferrite was included in the system as a sheet with a thickness is equal to that of the                    

copper trace, so as not to increase the bulkiness of the design. An example of the ferrite                 

placement on the front and back of the coil is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Ferrite placement on front and back of a planar coil. 

 

This arrangement of ferrite is expected to reduce the sensitivity of the coil system to 

lateral misalignment. The high permeability of the ferrite compared to the surrounding air causes 

the magnetic fields generated by the coils to be drawn to the ferrite. This can serve to guide the 
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magnetic fields from the center towards the edge of the coil, effectively increasing the surface 

area of the coil, resulting in a reduced sensitivity to lateral misalignment. 
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Chapter 3 

Circuit Modelling and Simulations 

The proposed geometries were simulated using an equivalent circuit model in PSpice,            

and using a generated 3-D model in Maxwell. To perform the electromagnetic simulations using              

Maxwell, information about the desired geometry and spatial footprint of the proposed coil were              

used to generate the 3-D model. In the case of the circuit model, an equivalent circuit was                 

generated for each proposed geometry. Values of the discrete components used in these             

equivalent circuits also had to be calculated. Using the basic coil geometry and equivalent              

circuit, along with the formulas to calculate resistance, inductance, and capacitance of a coil              

presented in Chapter 2, modifications were evaluated for each coil geometry proposed. 

3.1 Electromagnetic Simulations 

To begin setting up the electromagnetic simulations, a standard PCB for the coils was              

generated. The board material was selected to be a commonly used and widely available              

substrate known as FR-4. The planar dimensions of the board were selected to be one square                

inch, which is easily capable of being placed within a modern smartphone. This dimension is               

held constant for all coils tested, in order to determine the optimal way to improve the PTE of a                   

coil without increasing its spatial footprint. The thickness of the board was chosen to be 0.062”,                

or 1.57mm. This is a standard thickness for PCBs, which made prototyping the designs easier               

when the coils were being fabricated.  
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3.1.1 Electromagnetic Simulation Results 

Electromagnetic simulations of the magnetic field generated by the proposed coil           

geometries presented in Chapter 2 were performed using Maxwell software. These simulations            

included placing each proposed coil geometry on a FR-4 board with a thickness of 1.57mm. The                

coil is connected to the backside of the substrate using plated vias, one at the center of the coil                   

for the input signal, and one placed at the end of each winding for grounding. The metallization                 

layer for the backside of the MAC and any BAC coil designs is shown in Figure 12. The                  

equivalent layer for the QAC is shown in Figure 13. These ground planes were designed to be                 

used with an SMA connector. 

 

Figure 12. Ground plane for MAC and BAC variant geometries. 

 

 

Figure 13. Ground plane for QAC geometry. 
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The coil and substrate are then encapsulated in a box of air with dimensions larger than                

the coil footprint in order to prevent any interference caused by the presence of an air and                 

vacuum boundary. A duplicate of the coil was created and placed 100 mils (the expected               

operating distance for WPT) above the original coil facing each other. This setup closely imitates               

how the coils would be operating in a standard WPT setup and allows for a comparison between                 

simulated results and physical measurements obtained from the fabricated coils. The magnetic            

field generated by the coil within the air is generated through the software, and was viewable in                 

multiple ways to allow analysis of how altering the coil geometry affects the induced magnetic               

field. 

A top-down view of the coil’s magnetic fields, taken at a distance of 50 mils halfway                

between both coils during power transmission was used to evaluate the magnetic fields generated              

by the different coil geometries.  

The simulated magnetic field generated by the MAC is shown in Figure 14(a). This              

magnetic field shows a clear high intensity point at the center of the coil, which fades as it                  

approaches the edge of the coil. Near the edge of the coil, there is a ring of extremely low                   

magnetic field around the coil, which then grows in intensity as the edge of the coil is reached.                  

The simulated magnetic field for the BAC is shown in Figure 14(b). The magnetic field               

generated by the BAC is drastically different than that generated by the MAC. There is a small                 

null in the magnetic field at the center of the coil, however the magnetic field above the traces of                   

the coil is extremely uniform, showing slight variance in intensity, but not steadily growing or               

decaying moving from the center to the edge of the coil. The increased uniformity in the                
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generated magnetic field suggests that the BAC is less sensitive to lateral misalignment than the               

MAC. 

 

                                  (a)                                                                                      (b) 

Figure 14. (a)  MAC simulated magnetic field, and (b) BAC simulated magnetic field. 

 

The simulated magnetic field for the QAC is shown in Figure 15. This magnetic field has                

a clear peak in intensity at the center of the coil that decreases as the edge of the coil is                    

approached. The decay of the magnetic field towards the edge of the coil is less drastic than the                  

decay observed in the MAC. However, the magnetic field generated by the QAC is also of                

significantly lower intensity than both the MAC and BAC. The QAC geometry appears to have               

reduced the intensity of the magnetic field generated, and also increased the sensitivity of the coil                

to lateral misalignment. 
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Figure 15. QAC simulated magnetic field. 

 

The simulated magnetic field for the BAC geometry with a thinned trace and for the BAC                

geometry with a thickened trace are shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) respectively. These              

magnetic fields exhibit no noticeable difference to the BAC’s magnetic field at the point of               

viewing. A small change in the induced magnetic field was noticed directly above the center               

trace in the 3D viewing of the magnetic field, but there was no noticeable impact on the magnetic                  

field generated at any significant distance above the coil face. 
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                                          (a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 16. (a) BAC with thinned center trace simulated magnetic field, and (b) BAC with thickened center trace 

simulated magnetic field. 

 

The magnetic field induced by the BAC geometry with decaying trace width and the              

BAC geometry with growing trace width is shown in Figures 17(a) and 17(b) respectively. The               

magnetic field induced by these two coils are very similar. Both serve to remove the null of the                  

magnetic field in the center of the coil and replace it with a peak, while maintaining the intensity                  

and uniformity of the magnetic field above the traces. This suggests that these coils exhibit an                

improved PTE compared to the BAC. It is unclear if the change to the null in the center of the                    

coil serves to increase or reduce the sensitivity of the coil to lateral misalignment. 
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                                          (a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 17. (a) BAC with decaying trace width simulated magnetic field, and (b) BAC with growing trace width 

simulated magnetic field. 

 

The simulated magnetic field for the BAC with decaying-then-growing trace width is            

shown in Figure 18. The induced magnetic field is extremely similar to the magnetic fields               

induced by the BAC with growing and decaying trace widths. The original null in the center of                 

the BAC coil is replaced with a high intensity point, and the intensity and uniformity of the                 

magnetic field above the traces is maintained. It is expected that this geometry behaves similarly               

to the BAC with growing or decaying trace width. 
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Figure 18. BAC with decaying-then-growing trace width simulated magnetic field. 

 

When comparing the magnetic fields, the MAC and the BAC geometries with decaying, 

growing, and decaying-then-growing trace widths exhibit the highest magnetic field intensity. 

The original BAC and the BAC geometries with thinned and thickened middle traces exhibit 

lower magnetic field intensities, with the QAC geometry displaying the lowest magnetic field 

intensity of all proposed geometries. The MAC geometry has a very non-uniform magnetic field. 

The QAC geometry exhibits improved magnetic field uniformity compared to the MAC 

geometry. All of the BAC geometries exhibit the best magnetic field uniformity, with some 

geometries possessing a magnetic field null at the center of the coil while the other geometries 

display a magnetic field peak at the center of the coil. 
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3.1.2 Inclusion of Ferrite Materials 

The second proposed method to increase the PTE or reduce sensitivity to lateral             

misalignment of the coils was to include a ferrite material surrounding the coil. This was done                

using a thin sheet of ferrite with thickness 0.1mm, equal to that of the copper traces that                 

surrounded the exposed copper of the coil. The sheet was modelled after a Fair-Rite flexible               

ferrite sheet, the 38M6010AA1212, with a permeability of 220 [24]. Different arrangements of             

ferrite were tested, for the front and back of the coil for both Tx and Rx coils. All possible                   

combinations of ferrite arrangements on the two coils were tested, where ferrite could either be               

only on the front, only on the back, on both the front and the back, or on neither the front nor the                      

back of either the Tx or Rx coil, for a total of 16 different ferrite arrangements tested.  

These tests were done for both the MAC and the BAC geometries. It was observed that                

placing ferrite on the front of either the Tx or Rx coil reduced the intensity of the magnetic field                   

generated drastically. This suggests that this arrangement would reduce the PTE of the coil              

system. Whereas, placing ferrite on the back of a coil did not drastically reduce the intensity of                 

the magnetic field, but alters it slightly. It was found that the best arrangement of ferrite to                 

increase the uniformity of the magnetic field was to place ferrite on the back of both the Tx and                   

Rx coils. The magnetic field generated for the MAC using this ferrite arrangement is shown in                

Figure 19(c), and the magnetic field generated by the BAC using this ferrite arrangement is               

shown in Figure 19(d). The original magnetic fields for the MAC and BAC are shown in Figures                 

19(a) and 19(b) respectively for comparison. 
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                                  (a)                                                                                   (b) 

 

                                          (c)                                                                                    (d) 

Figure 19. MAC (a) without and (c) with ferrite, BAC (b) without and (d) with ferrite simulate magnetic fields. 

 

The ferrite reduces the intensity of the magnetic field fluctuations in the MAC and              

reduces leaked magnetic fields on the backside of either Tx and Rx coils, providing more gradual                

changes to the magnetic field and making it more uniform. The ferrite almost completely              

eliminated the magnetic field fluctuations above the traces of the coil for the BAC, further               
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increasing its uniformity. These results suggest that adding ferrite to the back of both Tx and Rx                 

coils could serve to reduce the sensitivity of a coil system to lateral misalignment. 

3.2 Circuit Simulations 

Circuit simulations were performed to better understand and simulate the power transfer            

between two coils of varying geometries. Since there are no well known circuit models for these                

geometry types, they were generated iteratively as more was learned about the coil geometries.              

Much of the work done in refining the circuit model involved using the measured results               

obtained from the coils as reference and inferring from the changes in the geometry how it may                 

affect the circuit model.  

3.2.1 Parameter Calculations 

The parameters used for circuit simulations were calculated using formulas (1-9). The            

skin depth formula depends on the frequency of operation, which was tuned to resonance for               

each coil, and fluctuated between 50 MHz and 60 MHz depending on coil geometry and ferrite.                

A fixed frequency of 55 MHz was used for all coil calculations. For the BAC geometry, the                 

inductance value was calculated for a single arm and divided by two, since the coil consists of                 

two inductors in parallel, so the effective self or mutual inductance is equal to half that of a                  

single arm.  

The calculated resistance, inductance, capacitance, and quality factor values for the MAC            

and the BAC are given in Table 2. These calculations show that the BAC has a significantly                 

large quality factor than the MAC. The BAC exhibits a lower resistance, as expected. The BAC                

also exhibits a significantly lower inductance than the MAC. The BAC also has a slightly lower                
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capacitance than the MAC. While the BAC has a lower resistance than the MAC, the ratio of                 

resistance to inductance is larger for the BAC, suggesting it may exhibit proportionally more              

resistive losses. 

 

Table 2. Calculated resistance, inductance, capacitance, and quality factor values for MAC and BAC geometries. 

Coil Geometry Resistance (Ω) Inductance (nH) Capacitance (pF) Quality Factor 

MAC 0.703 1016 386 73 

BAC 0.175 161 261 142 

 

The mutual inductance of the coil systems were calculated using Neumann’s formula for             

six different cases. The first three cases were over varying separation distances with no lateral               

misalignment. Mutual inductance was calculated for a separation distance of 20 mils, 100 mils,              

and 500 mils. Mutual inductance was also calculated for varying lateral misalignments while the              

separation distance was held at a constant 100 mils, for lateral misalignments of 20 mils, 100                

mils, and 500 mils. These calculations were done for both the MAC and the BAC. Using the                 

mutual inductance, the coupling coefficient was calculated for these systems. The resulting            

coupling coefficients are tabulated and shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Coupling coefficients for MAC and BAC systems. 

Distance and Coil Type Distance (mils) Coupling Coefficient M 

MAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 0.31 

100 0.12 

500 0.02 

MAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 
Separation Distance 

20 0.1 

100 0.06 
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500 0.02 

BAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 0.46 

100 0.26 

500 0.04 

BAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 
Separation Distance 

20 0.22 

100 0.13 

500 0.03 

 

These values are used to simulate the coils using an equivalent circuit in Keysight ADS               

[10]. Coil systems are simulated to estimate PTE between two coils under varying arrangements.              

These two simulations serve as verification tools for the measurements obtained using the             

physical coils. 

3.2.2 Equivalent Circuit Model 

The first proposed circuit model for the MAC is shown in Figure 20. This model consists                

of a resistor in series with an inductor which is in parallel with a capacitor. With analysis, it was                   

found that the behavior of the BAC could more accurately be modeled by changing the RLC                

values but maintaining the same circuit model compared to the MAC. 
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Figure 20. MAC and BAC equivalent circuit model [25]. 

 

The simulated PTE values obtained using this circuit model for the varying coupling             

coefficients calculated in Table 3 are shown in Table 4. These results show that the BAC exhibits                 

extremely high power transfer when compared to the MAC, and performs better over both              

distance and skew.  

 

Table 4. Simulated PTE values using original circuit model. 

Distance and Coil Type Distance (mils) PTE (%) 

MAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 56.8 

100 4.56 

500 0.03 

MAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 
Separation Distance 

20 3.56 

100 1.15 

500 0.06 

BAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 96.8 

100 65.3 

500 1.66 

BAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 20 62.0 
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Separation Distance 100 45.0 

500 15.1 

 

The simulated circuit values were much larger than expected, but follow a trend that              

closely agrees with the trend observed in the measured data. There were many iterations of               

models to refine this circuit, but ultimately it was found that splitting the resistance into two                

components, one at the original location before the parallel branches representing the resistance             

of the signal line, and another directly in series with the inductor, representing the resistance of                

the traces. Additionally, a third resistance was added in parallel with the capacitor, representing              

the conductance of the substrate from the face of the coil to the ground plane. This circuit model                  

is illustrated in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. Modified equivalent circuit model. 

This circuit model was used to simulate the PTE of the coils using the same values                

calculated in Table 3. The results are shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Simulated PTE values using modified circuit model. 

Distance and Coil Type Distance (mils) PTE (%) 

MAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 36.9 

100 13.13 

500 0.013 

MAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 
Separation Distance 

20 9.31 

100 5.66 

500 0.006 

BAC Varying Separation Distance 
Fixed Misalignment 

20 40.43 

100 20.96 

500 0.064 

BAC Varying Misalignment Fixed 
Separation Distance 

20 14.68 

100 12.80 

500 0.077 

 

These values are much more realistic than those shown in Table 4. The simulated PTE               

values follow the same trend as the measured results and are in good agreement with the                

measured results. Differences between simulated and measured results can be attributed to            

manufacturing tolerances and additional losses during the testing that cannot be accounted for             

when using the Keysight ADS circuit simulation software [10]. 

3.2.3 Inclusion of Ferrite Materials 

Due to the nonlinear nature of ferrite materials, there was no effective modification that              

could be made to the equivalent circuit that mirrored the effects of the ferrite material while also                 

making sense theoretically. The PTE values for coil systems with ferrite included could not be               

effectively calculated or simulated. 
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Chapter 4 

Measured Results 

To fabricate the coils, a file for milling was created from the 3-D simulation files, and                

sent to be manufactured externally by OSHPark [26]. The coils were then assembled with SMA               

connectors to be tested on measurement equipment. An image of all the fabricated coils is shown                

below in Figure 22. An impedance analyzer was used to measure the RLC values of a given coil,                  

as well as the quality factor. The EMScan EXH+ near-field measurement system was used to               

measure the radiation pattern generated by the coils. The coils were also measured for PTE of a                 

range of separation distances and lateral misalignments that are comparable to the simulated             

results to allow for a validation of results. 
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Figure 22. Assembled planar coil geometry designs. 

 

4.1 Impedance Analyzer Results 

The Keysight E4991B Impedance Analyzer was used to measure the R, L, and C values               

as well as quality factors of the coils. The resonance of each measured coil was found, and the                  

respective R, L, C, and Q values were taken at that frequency for all fabricated coils. The results                  

are shown in Table 6. While the R, L, C, and Q values for the QAC and modified BAC coils                    

were not simulated and extracted, their measured values are still given. 

 

Table 6. Measured RLC and Q values from impedance analyzer. 

Coil Type R (Ohm) L (nH) C (pF) Q 

MAC 3.42 1189 3266 31.2 

BAC 1.19 201 3891 68.4 
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QAC 0.73 39 5982 161.8 

Thin Mid 1.56 177 3741 80.1 

Thick Mid 1.02 289 3859 86.9 

Growing trace 1.21 168 3478 80.12 

Decaying 1.08 220 3169 79.6 

Growing-then-Decaying 1.26 194 4102 81.87 

 

The measured values obtained from the impedance analyzer closely agree with the            

calculated values for inductance. However, the calculated resistance and capacitance values are            

not in agreement. The measured quality factors are significantly lower than the calculated values,              

reflecting the increase in resistance and capacitance measured. Differences between simulated           

and measured results can be attributed to manufacturing tolerances and losses during testing that              

was not accounted for in the equations. 

4.2 EMScan Results 

The EMScan EHX+ near-field measurement scanner and a Keysight N900A XCA signal            

analyzer was used to measure the magnetic field induced by each of the fabricated coils. The                

scans were done with the coil placed directly on the surface of the system as shown in Figure                  

23(a). The resulting images obtained from this measurement are shown in Figure 23(b).  
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(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 23. (a) Test setup and (b) measured magnetic fields of the MAC and BAC geometries using EMScan 

system. 
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As expected, the BAC exhibits a more uniform magnetic field than the MAC. The              

patterns observed in the simulated magnetic field match closely with those seen in the measured               

results. There are some anomalies observed in the measured results, likely due to the limited               

resolution of the EMScan system compared to the size of the coil. A large portion of the shown                  

magnetic field is interpolated, potentially introducing some inaccuracies. The thickened middle           

trace illustrates an improvement in reducing the central null in magnetic field distribution due to               

the widened middle section of the coil, resulting in a lower resistance and higher current. 

4.3 Power Transfer Efficiency Results 

To measure the PTE between two fabricated coils, the test setup shown in Figure 24 is                

used. The test setup consists of a RIGOL DG4162 function generator used to power the Tx coil,                 

and an HP 8565E PSA connected to the Rx coil to measure the power received. The coils are                  

each mounted to a wooden platform, one is stationary and the other connected to an XY table.                 

The XY table allows for precision movement of the wooden platform in two dimensions, giving               

precise control over the separation distance and lateral misalignment of the two coils. 
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Figure 24. Test setup used to measure the PTE between two coils [25]. 

 

4.3.1 Separation Distance 

All eight fabricated coils were measured for PTE as a function of separation distance.              

The measured data is presented in three graphs, with the plot for the BAC being present on all                  
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plots to act as a reference. The first set of data, shown in Figure 25, shows the measured PTE for                    

the MAC and the BAC. 

 

Figure 25. Measured PTE over separation distance for MAC and BAC. 

 

The BAC shows an improvement over the MAC. The PTE of the BAC starts off higher,                

and maintains better PTE over a distance of 500 mils separation between the coils. Figure 26                

contains the measured PTE of the original BAC, the QAC, and the modified BAC with thickened                

and thinned center traces. 
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Figure 26. Measured PTE over separation distance for BAC, QAC, and BAC with thinned and thickened center 

traces. 

 

The QAC geometry exhibits extremely low PTE, and is not comparable to any other              

geometry. The thickened and thinned center trace both result in slightly improved PTE over              

separation distance, with the thickened trace providing a larger increase. Figure 27 shows the              

measured PTE for the original BAC, and the BAC with decaying, growing, and             

decaying-then-growing trace widths. 
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Figure 27. Measured PTE over separation distance for BAC, and BAC with decaying, growing, and 

decaying-then-growing trace widths. 

 

All modifications made to the BAC resulted in an increase in PTE performance as a               

function of separation distance. The decaying trace width shows the greatest increase by a              

significant margin, followed by the growing trace width, then the decaying-then-growing trace            

width. 
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4.3.2 Lateral Misalignment 

The same measurements done for separation distance were then repeated for lateral            

misalignment. During these measurements, the separation distance was held at a constant 100             

mils. Figure 28 shows the measured PTE as a function of lateral misalignment for the MAC and                 

BAC. 

 

Figure 28. Measured PTE over lateral misalignment for MAC and BAC. 

 

The BAC exhibits improved PTE compared to the MAC over all measured lateral             

misalignments. While the BAC already has higher PTE due to its stronger performance over              
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separation distance, it also maintains a larger portion of its initial power before any lateral               

misalignment is induced compared to the MAC. Figure 29 shows the measured PTE over lateral               

misalignment for the QAC, BAC, and BAC with thinned and thickened center traces. 

 

Figure 29. Measured PTE over lateral misalignment for BAC, QAC, and BAC with thinned and thickened center 

traces. 

 

The QAC shows low PTE with separation distance, making it ineffective over all             

measured lateral misalignments. However the QAC maintains the largest portion of its PTE of              

the measured lateral misalignment. The thinned center trace BAC shows slightly reduced            

performance compared to the original BAC. The thickened center trace BAC shows a significant              
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improvement over the original BAC. Figure 30 shows the measured PTE of lateral misalignment              

for the original BAC, and the BAC with decaying, growing, and decaying-then-growing trace             

widths. 

 

Figure 30. Measured PTE over lateral misalignment for BAC, and BAC with decaying, growing, and 

decaying-then-growing trace widths. 

 

 The decaying-then-growing trace width BAC is slightly worse than the original BAC for             

all measured lateral misalignments. The growing trace width BAC shows an improvement            

slightly less than the thickened center trace over the measured lateral misalignments. The             

decaying trace width has the best performance over all measured lateral misalignments. While it              
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loses a larger portion of its PTE compared to other coil systems, this is made up for by its                   

improved PTE over separation distance. 

4.3.3 Ferrite Systems 

The MAC and BAC were measured with Fair-Rite’s flexible ferrite sheets, Fair-Rite            

38M6010AA1212 [24], placed surrounding the copper on the back of the coil as shown in               

Figure 11. The same separation distance and lateral misalignment measurements were repeated.            

The measured results for separation distance are shown in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31. Measured PTE over separation distance for MAC and BAC with and without ferrite. 
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The effects of the ferrite vary depending on which coil geometry is used. The ferrite               

serves to reduce the PTE of the MAC, while it provides a small boost to the PTE of the BAC at                     

larger separation distance. Figure 32 illustrates the measured PTE over lateral misalignment for             

the MAC and BAC with and without ferrite. 

 

Figure 32. Measured PTE over lateral misalignment for MAC and BAC with and without ferrite. 
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In the case of the MAC, the ferrite reduces the PTE over separation distance but reduces                

sensitivity of the system to lateral misalignment. In the case of the BAC, the ferrite improves                

PTE over separation distance and reduces the sensitivity of the system to skew. 

4.4 Analysis of Results 

A summary of the measured results is shown in Table 7. This table includes an image of the coil                   

geometry, and the maximum distance at which a given PTE is achieved for both separation               

distance and lateral misalignment. These PTE values are chosen to be 20% for separation              

distance, and 5% for lateral misalignment.  

 

Table 7. Summary of measured results. 

Coil Type Geometry 

Maximum Separation 
Distance 

for 10% PTE (mils) 

Maximum Lateral 
 Misalignment  

for 5% PTE (mils) 

MAC  90 140 

BAC  145 320 

QAC  N/A N/A 

Thin Mid  160 320 

Thick Mid  190 360 
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Growing  160 300 

Decaying  200 370 

Growing-then-Deca
ying  180 360 

MAC with ferrite  80 20 

BAC with ferrite  160 360 

 

The BAC exhibits improved PTE compared to the MAC, while also having reduced             

sensitivity to lateral misalignments. Based on the measured results observed with the BAC             

geometry, further modifications were proposed in the form of the QAC, and the modified trace               

width variations of the BAC. The decaying trace width BAC showed further improved             

performance for both separation distance and lateral misalignment compared to the original            

BAC.  

While the QAC exhibited extremely low PTE compared to the other coil geometries, it              

maintained a significant portion of its PTE over lateral misalignments, more so than any other               

geometry. The QAC maintained 90% of its initial PTE over a lateral misalignment of 300 mils.                

This suggests that the QAC design may be used in situations where planar coils are used for data                  

transfer. When the amount of power transferred isn’t as important, the QAC geometry can              

provide a consistent signal to an Rx coil without properly aligning the two coils. 
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The inclusion of ferrite also served to improve the PTE over separation distance and              

lateral misalignment for the BAC. The fact that the ferrite had different effects on the MAC and                 

the BAC suggests that the two geometries do induce a different form of magnetic field, and that                 

the BAC’s induced field is more ideal for the inclusion of magnetic materials. By including               

ferrite sheets around the Tx and Rx coil of a system, the performance of the coil can be improved                   

without drastically changing the spatial footprint of the coil system, and without increasing the              

complexity of fabricating the coil.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis was dedicated to finding methods to improve the PTE performance of a planar               

coil without increasing its spatial footprint. This was accomplished by proposing novel coil             

geometries that would exhibit better performance than the originally proposed coil. The proposed             

coil geometries maintained the planar dimensions of the original coil but slightly increased the              

complexity for fabrication. The inclusion of ferrite materials surrounding the Tx and Rx of the               

coil systems was also proposed. The manipulation of the magnetic fields generated by the coils               

through the use of magnetic materials allows for the performance to be further increased without               

altering the planar dimensions of the coil, and only slightly increasing the volumetric dimensions              

of the coil. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Both of the proposed changes to the original planar coil, geometry modifications and the              

inclusion of ferrite, resulting in an improvement of the performance of the coil system without               

increasing the spatial footprint of the coil. Altering the geometry was able to improve the PTE of                 

the coil system up to 20% over separation distance and 13% over lateral misalignment using               

multiple geometries compared to the MAC. The inclusion of ferrite materials was also able to               

further improve the PTE performance of a coil system, although the effectiveness of this was               

dependent on the geometry used in the system.  
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5.2 Future Work 

There are a few areas in which this research can be continued. The circuit modelling for                

the QAC and modifications to the BAC geometry can be further explored. Much of the work for                 

advanced modelling of coils was done before these geometries were proposed, and due to the               

abnormalities and intricacies of the proposed coil geometries no effective model was able to be               

found. This is partially due to both the calculation of the equivalent parameters used for the                

circuit model, as well as potentially alterations to the circuit model itself. It is expected that the                 

spirals with changing trace widths require a form of lumped-element approach to effectively             

model their performance with a circuit. 

Another area which could be expanded on is testing the inclusion of ferrite materials with               

the newly proposed geometries. The ferrite measurements were done before these geometries            

were proposed, and were not measured due to time constraints. It is possible that the inclusion of                 

ferrite materials on the new geometries would further improve their PTE over separation distance              

and lateral misalignment due to the similarities of the new geometries to the BAC.  

Lastly, more novel geometries could be suggested based on the designs proposed in this              

paper. There are always design improvements to be made, and in a planar coil there is a large                  

number of variables with which to alter the design to improve its performance. The designs               

proposed in this paper could be combined with other proposed methods of improve the PTE of a                 

planar coil to further improve the efficiency of the coil system. 
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